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African slavery in rural and urban settings

fort by examining sixteenth- and seventeenth-cen‐
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tury Mexico City, the capital of a colony that for

Berlin, Bennett argues that New Spain, and Mexi‐

much of this period held the second largest

co City more specifically, constituted a "slave soci‐

African slave population and the largest free

ety," where "the master-slave relationship provid‐

black population in the Americas.

ed the model for all social relations," although cu‐
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Herman

Bennett's

Bennett scrutinizes the lives and process of
community formation of the enslaved and free
through a close-reading of marriage petitions and
bigamy trials adjudicated by the Mexican Inquisi‐
tion. He posits that an African creole conscious‐
ness evolved hand-in-hand with a "legal con‐
sciousness" by which individuals learned to posi‐
tion themselves within colonial institutions and
practices. In particular, he argues that Spanish ab‐
solutism, by which chattel were transformed into
both vassals of the Crown and members of the
Catholic community, enabled Africans and their
descendants to curtail the control and authority of
the paterfamilias, the slave owner, while assert‐
ing their own social networks and communities.

riously this paradigm is argued to have evolved in
absence of a well-developed plantation system (p.
32). Much as Berlin does for colonial America,
Bennett traces three distinct phases of the African
Diaspora and community formation in Mexico
through the mid-seventeenth century.[1] Relying
on examples like the famed "black conquistador"
Juan Garrido, Bennett identifies a charter ladino
generation able to take advantage of a relatively
fluid nascent society.[2] Several decades after the
conquest, Mexico's demography shifted radically
as increasing numbers of non-Hispanic bozales
entered the colony, exacerbating elite concerns
over social control and orthodoxy. Finally, the end
of Spain's access to Portuguese slaving by 1640 de‐
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in Spain's far-flung empire. This insistence would
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ultimately translate into the Crown and Church's
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willingness to undermine the authority of the

African-based groups were reluctant to select

slave owner in order to regulate and reinforce the
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all
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Chapter 3 develops this argument further by
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ing case for the extent to which the Afro-Mexican

New Spain in 1569. Here Bennett points out that

community was able to sustain meaningful and

nearly 50 percent of extant Inquisition records

long-term social connections that transcended the

concern defendants of African descent, clearly in‐
dicating the authorities' desire to monitor more
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individual elite households in which they were so

absolutist state's interest in the enslaved was driv‐

often held in bondage.

en by a desire to regulate the bodies and lives of a
new group of Christians. Interactions with Church

Ecclesiastical records over marriage disputes

institutions, whether that be a priest supervising

serve as the documentary base of chapter 5.

a marriage or an inquisitor punishing the trans‐
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gressions against that sacrament, were still in‐
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Given the primacy of a Christian identity over all

terms," highlighting "the disruptive potential of

other markers of status in this society, churchmen

Christianity" (p. 180).

were willing to allow--or, according to Bennett,
even somewhat encourage (p. 128)--slaves to chal‐

In sum, Bennett's study of the limits of the ab‐

lenge owners' claims of property and paternal au‐

solutist project and the manner in which Africans

thority by stressing the sanctity of marriage (par‐
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derstanding of the African experience in Mexico.
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While the author's argument is discernible
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tended beyond Spanish masters. The appeal of the

frustrating. The numerous marriage petitions and

free mulatto Gertrudis de San Nicols to Church

supporting witnesses that support the claims of

authorities to overrule her father's unwillingness

chapter 4, for instance, seem suitable for such an

to allow her to marry an enslaved black creole

alternative analysis, which might clarify the vari‐

underscores not only the agency of slaves and

ous trends the author purports to discern in the

free women of color, but also the desire of Afro-

data. Nevertheless, specialists will recognize that

Mexican men to assert authority as the paterfa‐

Bennett has accomplished a remarkable feat in

milias of their own families and extended kin net‐

reconstituting the lives of New Spain's early

works.

African population despite the many intrinsic lim‐
itations of his source material, and in offering a

The final chapter offers a detailed reconstruc‐

new vantage point from which to study this im‐

tion of the lives of four black and mulatto defen‐

portant component of the African Diaspora.

dants punished for bigamy by Mexico City's sec‐
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